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NEWSLETTER:  AUGUST – OCTOBER  2016 
 

Come rain come shine 
Small wonder the English are notorious for talking a lot about the weather when it can so rarely be predicted more 

than a few days ahead.  A month ago, my back yard, dug out in preparation for building work, was twice turned 

into a sea of mud by torrential downpours, last Monday after nearly three almost completely dry weeks, I had to 

abandon a policy of watering only the plants in pots and put the sprinkler on the border which gets the most sun as 

my poor drooping plants were begging for a drink.  Of course, later the same day it rained! 

 

At the moment, that border looks rather as if I am trying to “do a Vita” as practically everything currently in bloom 

there is white.  This is purely fortuitous.  Pink and red roses (which had really relished the rain) have bloomed and 

been deadheaded (except for the R. glauca whose hips, which will be gloriously red later in the year, are still 

green), blue and cerise hardy geraniums have also been 

deadheaded, yellow helianthemum and vivid blue 

ceratostigma flowers are almost, but not quite, ready to 

open and deep red spring flowering clematis “Allanah” 

is long over.  That leaves Solanum jasminoides 

“Album” (such a good doer), the stunning Mandevilla 

laxa (Chilean Jasmine) which twines up and through 

my neighbour’s Trachelospermum jasminoides (also 

white), a big patch of Achillea ptarmica “Snowball” 

(my book tells me this likes cool moist soil but for me it 

thrives in hot dry places), a white Hibiscus syriacus, a 

little patch of Erigeron karvinskianus, some rather 

struggling white Epilobium (would definitely like it 

wetter) and a white rose of great beauty and dubious 

provenance.   

 

By the latter, I mean that it came bare-rooted in a 

plastic bag from a discount store and, though labelled 

“Margaret Merrill” (which is a very good white with a 

hint of pink in the centre) it is definitely not the rose 

named on the pack as it has a hint of lemon rather than 

pink.  But it is free flowering, has very good resistance 

to black spot and the huge long stemmed blooms are 

particularly good for cutting as they last so long in the 

vase.  I think it might be “Polar Star” but if anyone is good on rose identification and, from this picture, can give it 

a definite name, I would be very grateful.  Alison B  
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A Composting Symposium   
All members of Islington Gardeners committee are keen composters.  We thought you would like to know what we 

do. 

Jennie Chamberlain: 

It is a miracle of nature, and terribly easy, especially if you have a nice strong partner who is willing to turn the 

heap regularly.  We compost all our garden waste except twigs thicker than a pencil (which take too long to rot 

down) and vegetable waste from the kitchen (except orange and lemon peel, which the worms don’t like).  Keeping 

it reasonably moist and turning regularly is the key, and having at least two bins makes it easier to manage.  

Everyone should do it. 

 

Joy Chamberlin 

I hate waste and abhor the thought of anything ending up in land fill.  To that end I have three compost bins placed 

in my front garden. Two for all kitchen waste (one in use while the other matures) while the third one houses black 

bags of leaves which make leaf mould within a year.  I use all home and work kitchen waste except meat bones.  

Egg trays and egg boxes provide "roughage" and also packaging from responsible firms like Harts of Stuur. 

 

I combine the resulting crumbly mix with leaf mould and spread it as a mulch allowing the worms to do the work 

of mixing it into the garden soil.  A small densely planted garden resembles a flower pot which requires enrichment 

and the compost also helps to turn a clay based soil into something a lot easier to work.  Great fun 

 

Alison Rice 

Bags of valuable mulch for free and no guilt at uneaten veg and salads. I love composting. It takes about six months 

to transform leftovers (not meat), peel, coffee grounds, crushed eggshells, garden weeds, torn up egg boxes and the 

occasional ripped Guardian into garden gold. Two bins means you can be filling one while the other does its magic. 

Fruit flies are a summer nuisance but the reward is a richly productive garden.    

 

Judith Parker 

I use two vermin-proof plastic 'dalek' bins for soft or cut up garden waste, all food waste, kitchen paper and 

anything biodegradable including printed cardboard food wrapping. (Liners termed degradable don't rot properly.) I 

get lots of worms. I cut contents small, keep damp, mix them up, periodically sort out decomposed material from 

stuff still to rot between bins. Use a wormery for stripping bones/shells but need something smaller. No room for 

large bins so must use Council recycling if I have lots of cardboard/newspaper and woody waste. 

 

Nicola Freshwater 

We shred and compost some of our garden waste in wooden compost bins, but don’t have enough space for all of 

it, so plenty of bags go out for the Council collection too. Some of our food waste goes into the wormery: the rest is 

collected by the Council. Leaves swept up from the drive are put in black bags to rot down, which seems to take a 

good couple of years. 

 

Alison Barlow 

My father’s compost heap was a household god to be propitiated with ALL the family’s vegetable and garden 

waste.  So I feel guilty if I use the Council garden waste collections even for stuff too thick to go through the 

shredder.  I have two black dalek bins and usually a couple of bin shaped heaps maturing under black plastic.  

Garden and kitchen waste go in, along with egg boxes, cardboard food cartons, the occasional torn up large 

cardboard box, and screwed up confidential correspondence.  It gets stirred with one of those “garden claw” tools 

which seems ergonomically better for the job than a fork.  Also a plastic netting open topped cage for leaf mould – 

lots of lovely red worms in that.  The resulting compost is mostly spread on my hungry sandy garden soil and 

seems to just disappear.  Some is sieved and mixed with sterilised sieved soil for potting. 

 

Jo Murray 

I have worm bin mark 3 in my tiny back garden.  It’s a compact rectangular shape with a couple of trays. Maximum 

worm compost for minimum space.  On my allotment I have two Tardis-type cones. They all make great compost 

eventually. 
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Gardens of the Loire 
In mid-June this year, a friend and I left our husbands to fend for themselves in London and embarked on a week’s 

tour of gardens and chateaux of the Loire – gardening being a shared passion.  The trip was organized by the RHS 

and accompanying us was a delightful German man, Markus Radscheit, who works at RHS Wisley and was an 

inexhaustible source of knowledge and enthusiastic interest in everything horticultural. 

 

The first three days were based at Angers, where we visited the chateau, one of the earlier fortress types, with thick, 

heavy towers set into the walls, looking like elephant’s legs (picture next page).  It was surrounded by elegant 

formal planting in what was once the moat.   This was followed by a visit to a private garden called Petit-Bordeaux 

(the name of the house, I think) which had a very English feel.  It was overgrown and unstructured; paths 

meandering around a lake, the lawn waterlogged in places, and many unusual flowering shrubs amongst dense 

foliage. 

 

Having sampled the delicious local Saumur wine on a vineyard tour, we left Angers, and heading up-river to Tours, 

our base for the next three nights, stopped en route to visit the gardens at the Château de Villandry.  It has been a 

dream of mine for years to visit Villandry, one of the most magnificent gardens in France, reconstructed as it would 

have been in the 16th century.  It definitely did not disappoint.  This is a Renaissance-style garden, in which the 

gardens are separate from the chateau itself (just like those at Hampton Court constructed at much the same time).  

Markus explained to us how this differs from Versailles which is a jardin a la francaise in which the gardens 

surround and radiate out from the palace itself.  There are six enormous gardens to visit at Villandry, on three levels  

and all planted in different styles.  The highlight for me was the potager décoratif, in which nine raised beds in a 

grid pattern turn vegetable growing into a sublime art form.  It is seen here in the middle distance with the 

exquisitely clipped knot garden in the foreground.   

i
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The next excitement was a visit to the International Garden Festival at Chaumont, set in an idyllic location in the 

grounds of the chateau, overlooking the Loire.  The festival is a launching pad for young landscape architects who 

are given the challenge of creating innovative and imaginative gardens in 30 plots measuring 240 square metres 

each (about the size of the larger show gardens at Chelsea).  Each year has a theme, and this year it was GARDENS 

FROM THE COMING CENTURY, which included topics such as ecological and scientific research, “intelligent 

seeds”, multi-grafted fruit trees, flooded gardens, recycled plastic and a whole range of wacky but stimulating 

ideas.  Didn’t have quite enough time there, but such is the nature of these tours.  [Islington Gardeners may 

remember a talk by garden designer Dilip Lakhani about the 2011 Chaumont Festival at our AGM that year.  Dilip 

designed one of the gardens for the 2012 Festival.] 

 

The final day was spent in Amboise, a delightful small town on the banks 

of the Loire, full of half-timbered houses, and overlooked by the beautiful 

chateau high above the town on a rocky plateau.  This chateau was 

extensively rebuilt in the late 15
th
 century in the flamboyant Gothic style 

with ornately decorated windows and slender turrets and spires.  The 

interiors were decorated by Italian artists and craftsmen, and the gardens, 

influenced by Italian villas, are now much reduced in size.  The most 

famous visitor was Leonardo da Vinci, who spent the last three years of his 

life in the area, enjoying the patronage of King François I for whom 

Amboise was a favourite royal residence.  Leonardo lived nearby at the 

Chateau du Clos Lucé and is reputedly buried in the St. Hubert chapel at 

Amboise.  The recently re-opened gardens here aim to breathe life into 

Leonardo’s landscapes and botanical studies and feature a double-deck 

bridge which he designed.  There are life-size replicas of other inventions 

featuring weights, pulleys and such like, giving an insight into the wide-

ranging genius of a man who was truly ahead of his time. 

 

These are the highlights of our week, which was crammed with garden 

visits and wine tastings – what more could we have wanted, except some 

warm sunshine, which was in rather short supply.  After all, it was only 

June!  Jennie C 

 

A National Park City? 
 A campaign is underway to make London a “National Park City”.  Unlike the existing National Parks which must 

encompass “an extensive tract of country”, a National Park City is a new concept that would recognise the 

importance of the urban environment for wildlife and recreation.  Daniel Raven-Ellison, founder of the Greater 

London National Park City Initiative, says that 47% of London is green space; London has 8.3 million trees and 

30,000 species of wildlife.  It is the most biologically diverse part of the UK, and yet one in seven parents hasn’t 

taken their child to an open space once in the past year.  The National Park City Partnership would work with other 

bodies to ensure better access for every Londoner to high quality green space, improve air quality and biodiversity, 

and inspire the building of new affordable green homes.  The proposed National Park City would not be defined by 

legislation or have traditional formal planning powers: instead there would be a focus on learning and on 

stimulating new business activities.  85% of Londoners are said to think this is a good idea, and Mayor Sadiq Khan 

has expressed his support for the project.  

 

Whilst a National Park City is an attractive concept, it will be difficult for a body that has no statutory authority to 

influence planning and other decisions in order to ensure that the quality of London’s environment is given the 

priority it deserves.  Another challenge is the issue of funding: the plan is that no public money will be needed as 

the annual £4 million running cost will be met by private giving, corporate giving and corporate services.  Initial 

suggestions that the EU might provide some funding are no longer appropriate, and uncertainty over the UK’s 

economic future may have some impact on the proposed funding model. 

More information is available at http://www.nationalparkcity.london/.  Nicola Freshwater 
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NGS Bloomsbury group  
These four WC1 gardens are all new to the NGS Yellow book and opened on 10 July. Too late now to see them 

this year but I strongly recommend you make a note to visit them next year. 

 

All the three I saw (I didn’t make it to Henrietta Mews) are inspirational examples of vision and dedication.  In 

Doughty Street, in the heart of Holborn, are two peaceful gardens, both remarkable in different ways for use and 

maximisation of space in an urban setting, striking in design at first sight, and rewarding on closer scrutiny.  Both 

have interesting planting based on unobtrusive themes of colour and shape.  No 61 is a modernist architect 

designed double plot with surrounding deep borders enhanced by art pieces and objects trouves (some art in 

themselves.  The lawn has patches of meadow with wild flowers, and there is a rill and pond at the side.  No 14 is a 

smaller walled paved garden, equally striking in design although in more timeless mode, with a shaped medlar tree 

- another piece of art in itself and source of the excellent preserves on offer.  Full (not crammed) with many 

beautiful plants, there is still room for a pond.  At 57 Tonbridge House, Tonbridge Street, just south of the British 

Library, a resident has transformed the area in the centre of this large block of flats from individual plots into a 

single carefully planted thriving garden.  It has a wide variety of plants, unusual cultivars as well as staples (a list is 

provided) and includes containers and a scree for alpines.  A remarkable achievement for one person.  Judith 

 

Green waste collections – what is happening?  
According to my acquaintance who is in the "pilot area", what appears to be happening is nothing. 

 

Gardeners in the area feel forgotten as they are left hauling their sacks of garden waste to designated areas while 

the rest of us still have doorstep collections.  They have not been told if this will continue, and the remainder of the 

borough has not been notified of any changes.  Meantime, one of the bins at the collection point nearest to me in 

Davenant Road has already had its lid removed and the other one, which was full, stank so much (possibly because 

food waste had been put in it) that I didn't want to go anywhere near it.  Heaven help us if this what we have to look 

forward to.  

 

Has anyone in Islington Gardeners heard anything more about the Council’s plans on this?  Joy C 

 

A Really Useful Plant – Erigeron 
If anyone mentions erigeron, most people think first of the spreading small flowered pink tipped perennial white 

daisy (Erigeron karvinskianus or Mexican Fleabane) which is so good at the front of the border or in a container, 

seeds about in a modest sort of way (more willingly for some people than it does for me) and with a bit of trimming 

and deadheading can be kept in flower from May to October.  Small wonder this is the only really well known 

erigeron since, although there are several more species and a number of cultivars, I have never found one at a 

garden centre and, even on the net, a search for erigeron plants for sale rarely produces anything except E. 

karvinskianus, usually the selection “Profusion” which has slightly larger flowers which turn pink as they age.  I 

was even told once by a very experienced gardener that I must have labelled a pot of a large flowered deep mauve-

pink erigeron incorrectly!   

 

Erigeron originates from North America where there are both 

annual kinds and perennial kinds.  There are some attractive 

prairie plants among the annuals, as well as the weedy and 

unattractive E. Canadensis which is naturalised in the UK 

and frequently seen growing in Islington – see picture right.  

It is the perennials which have provided garden plants.   

 

Half a century or so ago a range of about 50 cultivars, many 

with German names, was raised by hybridising E. speciosus 

and E. speciosus macranthus with E. glaucus.  The plants, 

with freely produced flowers in shades from white through 

pale pink to dark pinkish purple, were apparently quite 

popular and it seems a great pity that the large flowered 
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erigerons are not planted 

much these days.  It would be 

a greater pity if they were lost 

to cultivation in this country.  

How much of a risk this is, I 

do not know.  In my 

experience, they are great 

survivors if provided with a 

dryish sunny spot.  So 

gardens in which they were 

planted in their heyday and 

which have not been 

subjected to wholesale 

makeovers may still contain 

specimens.  Possibly there are 

Islington Gardeners who have 

them?  Do let me know. 

 

 

Above:  “Schneewitchen” with nepeta at Eltham Palace 

 

My mauve-pink erigeron (which I have 

tentatively identified as “Foerster’s Liebling”) 

was found in the garden of a cottage I used to 

have in the Cotswolds.  It has spread and 

flourished since I brought some to London and 

reliably continues flowering for most of the 

summer if I am rigorous with the deadheading.  

It was this plant which started me looking with 

interest at erigerons. 

 

I also found what I think must be species E. 

glaucus (greyish mauve flowers) in a garden in 

Islington.   

 

Left:  “Foerster’s Liebling”? 

 

Occasionally available for sale are a white 

“Schneewitchen” (which I saw and photographed on the 

Islington Gardeners visit to Eltham Palace last year) and 

deep mauve “Dunkelste Aller”.  The remaining 45 or so 

cultivars do not appear to be in general commercial trade.  

 

Oddly, however, I did buy (and lose the label of) this 

other small flowered species erigeron whose name I have 

failed to track on the net.  This is not as easy a plant as E. 

karvinskianus or the large flowered hybrids since it does 

not compete well with its neighbours in my crowded 

garden.  But it is lovely so, for protection, it has been 

moved to a pot. Alison B  

 

Next Newsletter – early November 2016 – last date for copy 20 October 2016 to Alison Barlow, 

alisonbarlow47@aol.com  


